
 
 
 
 

Crypton Home® Celliant® Wellness Textures at Kravet®: 
What Designers Are Saying 

 
Crypton, Celliant and Kravet teamed up to invite a select group of top American interior designers to 
experience the Wellness Textures for themselves. These design stars, who place a priority on wellness and well-
being in every residential interior they create, had a lot to say about this one-of-a-kind fabric innovation: 
 
We all need a little more wellness in design….and the longer I sit on this fabric, the better I’m going to feel. - 
Barry Lantz, Lantz Collective 
 
When you sit on it, it engages with your body heat and it has a therapeutic effect. You don’t know that by 
looking at it but guess what? You sit down and let the healing begin! - Austin Handler, Mabley Handler Interior 
Design 
 
It really does give you this wellness attribute that is amazing, and also it’s a performance fabric. - Thom Filicia, 
Thom Filicia, Inc. 
 
I always suggest to clients that they incorporate some aspect of nature in their home. What I find the most 
surprising about the new Celliant fabric is this marriage of science and nature. I’m so fascinated that it actually 
incorporates ethically sourced minerals. - Caleb Anderson, Drake Anderson Design 
 
The fact that a fabric, something you can sit on all day, actually has a regenerative property is just so exciting 
and amazing. -Kati Curtis, Kati Curtis Design 
 
I think the most impressive property is how it reacts to our body heat. This is amazing. This is something that 
people actually need. - Beth Diana Smith, Beth Diana Smith Interior Design 
 
I love the fact that it doesn’t off-gas, that it’s sustainable, the product doesn’t break down. I can offer my clients 
these luxurious fabrics with a beautiful hand, and they don’t have to worry about them falling apart. - Lisa 
Frantz, Lisa Frantz Interiors 
 
I envision using this fabric in upholstery, in bedding, in drapes because those are the textures that surround us. 
And those fabrics will then give the energy for the client to receive. - Nadia Watts, Nadia Watts Interior Design 
 
I would never have thought that there’s a fiber that could have made you feel differently and make your body 
react differently. - Jessica Geller, Toledo Geller Interiors 
I think the fact that Celliant has been coupled with Crypton to not only be a wellness fabric but also 
performance grade fabric is incredible. - Virginia Toledo, Toledo Geller Interiors 
 
When people are on their upholstery, and all of a sudden, they may have a sense of calming, I think that they’re 
going to really understand it because they’ve felt it. - Carrie Leskowitz, Carrie Leskowitz Interiors 
 
I’m intending to use the new Celliant fabric on chairs and ottomans, things you can really sink into, so that you 
can take full advantage of the fabric’s technology. - Lisa Kahn, Lisa Kahn Designs  



 
What’s most impressive aside from its being natural is that it’s performance which is something that’s so 
important to me and my clients. I envision using this fabric on everything. - Hilary Matt, Hilary Matt Interiors 
 
Wellness Textures are woven in North Carolina at Crypton's own mill. Like all Crypton Home Fabrics, they are 
GREENGUARD® Gold certified for sustainability. Learn more about this fabric breakthrough HERE. 
 
The collection is in Kravet Showrooms nationwide and design professionals can also explore all 38 items in the 
collection on Kravet’s website: HERE. 
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